S4 Appendix: Promoter binding rates

The first process in each simulation is the binding between a promoter and the RNA polymerase. To demonstrate the role of this initial step in the final distribution of the complexoform, we run stochastic and deterministic simulations for each of the four genetic circuits (parallel, cascade, series uncoupled, and series coupled) using the rate constants summarized in S2 Appendix while varying the promoter binding constant. The results are summarized in the figure below for both the stochastic solutions (XX: black circles; YY: white circles; XY: grey circles) and deterministic solutions (XX: solid black line; YY: dashed line; XY: solid grey line). Changing the promoter binding constant does affect the time to assembly (not shown in the figure) and, therefore, alters the expected complexoform distribution from the deterministic solutions. However, the promoter binding constant does not affect the stochastic simulations because the rate of the downstream reactions and genetic circuit architecture dominate.